PHOS MANAGEMENT IS UPHeld

Eight Six Seniors Awarded

Inst. Comm. Defeats

Six $300 Rogers Prizes For Character, Activity

Two Motions of Contrary Ending

Six Seniors Awarded

Proposed Motion Gives Executive Committee Preview Of Choices

Solons To Study

Board Elections
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Back to its management board went You Don last night after a long, hard-fought, but successful battle. A bare two-to-one vote defeated a motion which would have effectively removed the present management with four new men. The subsequent motion also defeated a motion to compel board control in case was passed with no opposition.

The Tech's sold-out New Year's Eve Ball have been postponed until after the first of the year. All members of the class of 1940 have bought tickets. During the vacation, the committee, be the best dance ever held by the Club.

The eveninng's festivities will start at 9:30 P.M. with a full-course dinner, the committee, be the best dance ever held by the Club.

As the fitting climax to the party, the Lambda Chi Alpha will furnish the food to its proper ambiance.

If the chef dished out the ice cream and cakes, the technology students, one Chinese nose, two noses. In return, a candy hunt was offered to limited the number of guests to 50.
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INTELLIGENT HATRED

With Christmas nearly here, let us consider things of the spirit. For this year the Christmas spirit is not that of gratuitous and unscientific spirit will be for many little more than a mockery. Men and women all over the world will feel the cutting edge of their ownventures to raise their voices above the usual "tides of joy"; and the beneficent Peace on Earth, Good Will Toward Men can this year be hardly more than a doleful prayer. A younger world recognizes the more potent things of the spirit to be faith, hope, and charity. "It is the greatest of these is charity." These spiritual virtues have not passed from the hearts of men. Faith has been tried, hope has been tested, and charity is still with us. They are the greatest of these things.

Three reasons. First, the extraordinary work of the German Chancellor has won the respect of the world. Second, the policy of the United States has been wisely conducted in the matter of spreading the news of the war. Third, the whole world is in the mood to become more charitable. This is an old idea, and we should be grateful for it.

FAITH, HOPE, AND CHARITY

The world is in a mood to become more charitable. This is an old idea, and we should be grateful for it. But it is not enough to say that we are going to be charitable. We must actually do something about it. The only way to be charitable is to give actual help to those who need it. This is not easy, but it is not impossible.

CHRISTMAS-TIDE

With Christmas nearly here, let us consider the season of charity and goodwill. Let us remember that the greatest of these is love. Love is patient, love is kind. Let us try to be kind and patient in all our dealings with others.

College Men Prefer Capitalism

The College Men prefer Capitalism. This is a fact that is not often mentioned. It is because the College Men are a select group and because they are the ones who have the money to spend. But it is true. The College Men prefer Capitalism. They believe that the best way to make money is to put it into the production of goods and services. They believe that this will make the world a better place for everyone.

Money News

The government is running a campaign to get people to save money. This is a good idea, but it is not enough. We must also work to make sure that people have enough money to live on. This is the responsibility of the government. The government must work to make sure that people have enough money to live on.

VACATION ECONOMY

Send your Luggage home and back by handy... RAILWAY EXPRESS!

Vacation economy is something that we all need. We need to be able to send our luggage home and back by a handy way. This is the Railway Express. It is a service that has been in operation for many years. It is a service that is reliable and fast.

Railing over several small groups of children, but the Neutrality Law pro-

The First Church of Christ, Scientist

Boston, Mass.

To the Editor:

Dear Sir:

I have been a member of the church for many years, and I have noticed a change in the way the church is run. The pastor has been replaced by a new one, and there seems to be a lot of confusion. I am writing to ask if there is anything I can do to help make things better.

Sincerely yours,

DOROTHY H. WASHINGTON
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The last three minutes of the game were exciting ones, in which Middlebury made three baskets, to pull the scores almost level 22:20, with five minutes to play.
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For several seconds M.I.T. lifted the cover of a very upset away, and stifled nearly of the most exciting scenes. They broke the lid, and for a moment it seemed that the Beaver would score. But they closed the cover again to make its score as 22-20, at the end of the third quarter.

At the beginning of the fourth period Act was replaced by One at guard, and soon after his entry One caught a free throw, but this was the last scoring Tech did until the 10 minute mark. In that time Middlebury made three baskets, to pull the scores almost level 22:20, with five minutes to play.

The last three minutes of the game were exciting ones, in which Middlebury made three baskets, to pull the scores almost level 22:20, with five minutes to play.

B. C. Sextet Squashes Tech At Arena, 15-1

Eagles Trounce Beaver
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Wilmington, Delaware, near

Smaller
cmacious middle, cuffed the upstart Beaver Quintet over a strong Middlebury pressure Wednesday.

The pitch of the meet grew to a mad propulsion of the race.

Benjamin, who has been the most active performer of the week, has dropped to superior opponents the last few days.
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Faculty Men Write T. E. N. Articles

Cyclotron, Tacoma Bridges, Education Share Honors

Presenting an article by Professor Roy F. Dunning of the Department of Education, the T. E. N. featured an article by Dr. Mason L. Downing, '41, President of the Mathematics Department. Dr. Downing introduced the concept of the cyclotron, which is a device used in nuclear physics to accelerate particles to extremely high speeds. He discussed the importance of skilled labor and the opportunities for chemical engineering in the field.

Dr. Robert H. Evans, President of the Chemistry Department, presented an article on the history of the Department of Chemistry, highlighting its contributions to the field of chemistry and its impact on society.

Dr. Robert H. Evans, President of the Chemistry Department, presented an article on the history of the Department of Chemistry, highlighting its contributions to the field of chemistry and its impact on society.

Seniors Asked To Check Technique Biographies

Students were reminded to check their biographies for any errors or omissions. If necessary, they were asked to turn in the biographies personally at Room 309.

Prof. Magomn Closes Series

A presentation on physical, emotional preparation stressed by Prof. Magomn covered the importance of preparing physically and emotionally for success in life.

Season’s Greetings from The Walker Dining Service

An article discussing the Walker Dining Service, highlighting the various services offered, including live music and holiday specials.

THE TECH

Dr. Compton Feeds Carolling Freshmen

"The season's best to you," Dr. Compton, President of the University, greeted the fresh men and women as they entered the College Chapel. The fresh men were greeted with a chorus of carols, sung by the College Choir and accompanied by the University Band.

Voo Doo Debate Starts Trouble

Personal Dispute Caused By Picture Problem Of Last Issue

(Continued from Page 1)

Voo Doo Debate starts trouble, which was to take place April 10. However, the debate was postponed due to unforeseen circumstances.

To all our fellow slaves (including the Voo Doo Staff), we wish a merry Christmas, a very merry New Year. We hope that everyone enjoys the holidays and has a wonderful New Year ahead.

Christmas in the Modern Banquet
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